COMPANY
ARCHELONS founded in 2006, envisage innovation and forward-thinking in
Recruitment industry. They cater to the needs of Software and technology centric
companies, product start-ups, manufacturing and automobile companies,
automotive dealers, engineering contractors and oil & gas operators.
Headquartered in Gurgaon, Archelons has business offices across India, UAE and
South Korea. Equipped with in-depth knowledge of Recruitment processes, they
enable companies to deliver effective results and embrace long term client
engagements. To simplify they SEARCH-STAFF-RECRUIT (Trilogy) for companies of
all sizes.

Challenges
Now going by the above trilogy, it involves cumbersome task of managing resumes,
storing them in databases, running searches on as-of-when required basis and
finally selecting the right fit for organizations. Sounds dynamic, intuitive and
challenging, isn’t it? Also the pace at which they were crossing geographies
required quick actions, deployment of tools and most importantly results that
speaks for itself. What they wanted was a solution that is adaptable to all regions
(with least technical alterations), easy-to-use and acquaint, agile and cost effective
($$). Most of the companies nowadays sweat in name of HR solutions,
technological changes and huge money they spend to get it.

Rchilli Contribution
As known to all, for smooth flight, frequency should match at both the ends. Rchilli,
a lone ranger amongst all big HR solution providers D-complex the HR environment
with its human-friendly approach in managing resumes, brings solution to reach of
customers of all economies without drenching them into technical integrations for
which they end up paying. Rchilli gives forward-thinking approach, gamifies the

overall hiring process to attract, hire and retain the top talent. Hosted on cloud,
secures data, socially viable to fulfill your Social Recruitment goals made customers
of Archelons interoperable with all systems, tools and databases.

Impact
As a result, Archelons is able
to meet their targets
consistently without much of
tech spending. Information
age has put customer one
step ahead of companies in
getting the first information,
processing it and then
making choices as per his
analysis. So we stand to built
products that can actually
deliver. Archelons was
actionable in acquiring
customers with our
engagement, solving their
resume handling with its
trilogy and out cast the competitor’s with a big difference. With technology
invading us every moment, Rchilli tends to simplify solutions with ease-to-use
products that are quick to deploy and give real results.

